Hey folks 👋 how are you, who is joining us today for this triage meeting?

Remember to say Welcome

The support team has been putting aside some time to triage support forum-related trac tickets, trying to gather some helpful input about what we think about them and how we can help to move them forward.

Wait for a minute or two

This week we'll be looking at `<include the link to the tickets>` of normal priority tickets in that specific order, time permitting. All opinions are welcome and keep in mind that our work actually helps meta contributors to pick the most needed tickets and work on them.

Our goal on each ticket is to either:
:white_check_mark: confirm it is still relevant and/or add additional info to the ticket
:x: propose close if we think the ticket is no longer relevant.
:rotating_light: propose prior bump if it’s urgent

Please react with the above emojis so it’s easier to see a conclusion on it. But comments on the ticket are also really appreciated!

Ticket Discussion + Training

Closing Remarks

Thank you all for joining us for this bug scrub, keep your eyes on the agenda for the meeting notes.